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We study analyticity with respect to time of the solutions to a class of nonlinear 
evolution equations in Banach space. The results are applied to CauchyyDirichlet 
problems for fully nonlinear parabolic integrodifferential equations such as 
u,(I,Y)=.f(!, .Y, U([, x). Vu(t, x), h(f. x)) + S; g(t, s, s, U(S,X), Vu(s. x). 
du(s. .c)) ds, f 20, .xo~, where Q is a regular bounded open set in R”. a- 1987 
Academ c Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
We st rdy here analyticity with respect to time of the solution of the 
initial value problem 
u’(t) =f(L U(f)), t>O 
u(0) = 240 
(1.1) 
where f [IO, + m[ x D -+ X is a regular function which is analytic in 
10, + cc I x D, D and X are real Banach spaces, and D is continuously 
embedded in X, U,,E D. D need not to be dense in X. 
In the case where f is C’ with respect o time and C2 with respect o U, 
results o‘ local and global existence and uniqueness of a regular solution of 
(1.1) we1.e given in [lo, 111 under the assumptions that f(0, uO) belongs to 
a suitable interpolation space between D and X and that the operators 
A(t,, -x0 =f,(t,, x0): D --+ X generate analytic semigroups in X for each 
r,, 30, K~E D. In the case where f is C”, denoting by [0, r[ the maximal 
interval of existence of the solution U, it was shown in [S] that u belongs to 
P(]O, ,:[; D), and, if suitable compatibility conditions hold, then u 
belongs to CX( [0, t[; D). Here we prove that, if f is analytic in 
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10, + “o[ x D and C’ with respect to time, C* with respect to u in 
[0, + io [ x D, then u is analytic in 10, T[ with values in D. The result is 
shown using the proof of the existence theorem. In [lo] it is shown that in 
each interval [to, t, + S] c [0, r[, the solution is the fixed point of a cer- 
tain nonlinear operator S, defined in a suitable space of continuous 
functions in [to, t, + 61; S is a contraction if b is sufIiciently small. In par- 
ticular, u is the uniform limit of a sequence u,,, which we show to have 
analytic extensions in a fixed complex neighborhood of ]to, t, + S[; 
therefore u I lro.ra+ dcis analytic. Moreover, we show that 6 may be chosen 
independently on t,, when t, varies in a fixed compact interval [E, r-&l 
(EE 10, r/2[). Then the statement follows easily. This method allows us to 
get similar results for the integrodifferential case 
r’(t) =f(r, v(t)) + J‘‘g(t, s, u(s)) ds, t>O 
0 
a(0) = Ilo 
when g: {(t, ~)ER*; 0 6 s G I) x D + X is a regular function, which is 
analytic in the interior part of its domain of detintion. 
The study of time analyticity for abstract parabolic equations was started 
on by H. Komatsu [S] in the linear nonautonomous case and it was con- 
tinued by Ouchi [ 131 and Hayden and Massey [3] in the semilinear case. 
Then Massey [12] treated the quasilinear case 
lJ(fj = A(& u(t)) u(r) + 4th u(t)), t>O 
(1.2) 
u(0) = uo 
when the linear operators A(t, X) have constant domain D, and A(t, x), 
&t, X) are defined for .Y belonging to a suitable intermediate space between 
D and X. Finally Furuya [2] considered problem (1.2) in the noncostant 
domain case. It must be said that in [2, 3, 121, the solution is analytic in 
some interval which does not generally coincide with the interior part of 
the interval of existence. 
Time analyticity for the solution of (1.1) was studied also in [7]. under 
different assumptions on the spaces D and X and on the functionf: that is, 
a certain maximal regularity property for the solution of the linear problem 
L(t) = h(t) +/2(t), lb0 
I(0) = 20 
(with A =f,(O, zo)) was assumed. Here we can drop this hypothesis so that 
we may apply our results to a larger class of partial differential equations, 
such as 
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u,(t, x)=&t, x, u(r, .K),VU(f, x), h(t, x)) 
+ 1st ! 
t, s, x, u(s, x), Vu(s, x), du(s, x)) ds, t 2 0, SE!2 
u(0, x) = u()(x). .K E sz 
u(t, x) =o, t>o, .KEiiQ 
(1.3) 
where Q is a bounded open set in R” with C3 boundary SO, 4: [0, + x8 [ x 
(j x R”~ 2 -+ R, I,!I: {(t, S) E R’; 0 < s 6 t) x a x R”+‘+R are regular 
functions, satisfying the parabolicity condition 
*(r,-w ,...,P,,+r)>O. 
?P I, + 1 
q5 and @ are assumed to be analytic with respect o t, pi (i = l,..., n + 2) in 
10, +txl: x R”+’ and with respect to r,s,p, (i=l,...,n+2) in {(t,s)ERZ; 
O<s<t xR”+I, respectively. The solution is proved to be analytic with 
respect 1 time for positive t, as long as it exists. 
When $ = 0, the classical approach to analyticity for parabolic nonlinear 
p.d.e. is quite different from ours. In fact, it is well known that the solutions 
of local nterior problem are analytic with respect to the space variables, 
but not necessarily with respect o time, even in the linear case. Results of 
analytici .y with respect o (t, s) for the initial boundary value problem are 
available in the case where 4 is analytic with respect to all its arguments 
and (752 is analytic (see [4. 61, where nonlinear boundary conditions are 
also considered). In [4, 61 analyticity is established by estimating the L’ 
norms cf the derivatives of U. Time analyticity for particular cases of 
problem (1.3) was studied also in [9], applying the results of [7]. 
The fc llowing notation will be used. Let a, h E R, a < h, 0 < 9 < z and set 
S u.h.H = {AEC;O< Ii-al <h-u, larg(l-a)l<e). 
If Y is a real or complex Banach space and r > 0, J E Y. BY( J-, r) = 
{X E Y, 1 .Y --J’II )- < r ) is the closed ball centered at J’ with radius r. For 
0 < CY < 1, h”( [a, b]; Y) is the closure of C’( [a, b]; Y) in the norm of 
C’( [u. h]; Y), that is the set of functions 4 such that 
lim r-D u<l<,y~,~(<i (t-.y)rX II4Yt)-&s)ll y=o. 
. . 
Analogcusly, if 52 is bounded open set in R”, h”(n) is the closure of C’(Q) 
in the nl)rm of P(n). h’.‘( [a, b]; Y) is the set of all differentiable functions 
4: [a, b: -+ Y such that 4’ belongs to /z”( [a, b]; Y); it is endowed with the 
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norm of C’,‘( [a, b]; Y). If H is any of the symbols h’, II’,‘, C’, we denote 
by RC Su,h.e ; Y) the space of all functions 4: SU,h,H + Y such that for each 
0 E [ - 0, 01, the function 
dv: Ca, bl+ K q5,(t)=q5(a+eiU(r-a)) 
belongs to H( [a, 61; Y), and 
We denote by s= (x + i,~; x, J’ E X} and b = {X + iy; x, ~1 ED ) the usual 
complexifications of X and D, respectively. If A: D -+ X is a linear operator, 
we denote by 2: b -+ z, d(.u + iy) = Ax + iA>* its complexitication. The 
following assumptions will be considered: 
the resolvent set p(A) contains a sector S= {z E C; z # ~1, 
Jarg(z - rc)) < 0) with )VE R, BE ]7r/2, rr[ and there exists (1.4) 
C>O such that [I(& IV)(~- d)-‘IIL,~, for 1.~5 
If A’ satisfies ( 1.4), A generates an analytic semigroup e/4 in X (see [ 141 
and the Appendix of [lo] for more details). In this case, the interpolation 
spaces DA(~) (0 <a < I ) are defined by (see [ 1, 141) 
D,(a)= (xEX; lim sup t-l IlerA.~-.~ll =O) 
r-o+ O<f<r 
II-YII Dc,2, = Il.YII + sup t mX I\&~.~ - s/I. 
O<fCl 
il.51 
2. RESULTS AND PROOFS 
First we recall an existence and uniqueness results, proved in [lo]. 
THEOREM 1. Let D and X be Banach spaces such that D is continuous!,, 
embedded in X. Assume that 
.f: [0, +mxs[ xD-+X, (t,u)+f(t,u) has continuous f,,f,,,f,,, 
andf,,, (2.1) 
.for each to 2 0 and u. E D the operator A( to, uo) =f,,( t,, uo): 
D -+ X is such that A(r,. uo) satisfies (1.4) (2.2) 
g:{(t,s)ER’; O<sdt)xD+X, (t,s,u)+g(t,s,u) is con- 
tinuous together bi*ith g,, g, and gU, (2.3) 
uo~D, .ftO* uo) E D,,o.o, (a) .for some z E 10, l[. (2.4) 
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Then ther,e exist T E 10, + <xi] and a unique function u: [0, r[ + D, ver$@ng 
the follot ing properties for each T E 10, T [: 
UE h*(CO, Tl; D), ~‘E~CO, Tl; X)n C([O, T]; D,,O,O,(~)) (2.5) 
u’(r)=f(l,u(t))+~~g(t.s,U(sj)ds, O<t<T 
u(0) = ug. 
(2.6) 
In addition, if t’ > T it is not possible to define a function u: [0, T’[ -+ D 
satisfying (2.5b(2.6) for each TE IO, ?[. m 
The proof relies on a local existence and uniqueness result for a problem 
similar to (2.6) (see [ 10, proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.41): 
PROPOQTION 2. Let you D, T, r0 > 0 be such that f,, fUl, ji,, are con- 
tinuous irt [0, T] x B,( yO, rO) and g, gr, g,, g,, are continuous in {(t, s) E R’; 
0 <s < t $ T} x B,(y,, rO). Assume that 4 E h”( [0, T]; X) is such fhar 
f(O,y,)--t)(O) belongs to D A(O,O,(s(). Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for 
O<t,<Yr, t,=min(t,+& T}, theproblem 
W=f(f,U(f))+~‘gU,sAs))ds+W), t,<t<t, 
43 (2.7) 
L’(r,)=J’, 
has a rmique solution in h’,‘( [to, t,]; X) n h”( [to, t,]; D)n C’( [I,, r,]; 
D MO.O,(~ 1). 
Sketclf of the Proof (it will be used later). We assume (possibly replac- 
ing r0 by r, < rO) that all the mentioned derivatives off and g are bounded. 
Then problem (2.7) is shown to be equivalent, in any interval [to, t,], to 
v = SLl 
where 
S: Yo={u~h”([ro,t,];D);~(tO)=?lO, 
II~(~)--o/lh~~Cro,,,l~~,~roi +hZ(CfO, r,l;D) 
(Su (~)=exp(tf,(~o,~~o))~o+ j’exp((r-s)f;(O,~o))l.f.(~~, 4s)) 
(2.8) 
0 
-f,,(ro,yO)u(s)+j’g(s,r,u(r))dr+~(s)]ds, f,<t<t, 
10 
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First one shows that S is a l/2-contraction on Y, in the norm of 
h”([t,, tl]; D) if I, - to < 6,, where S, is a positive constant depending 
only on T, rO, ~1, on the bounds of the derivatives off and g, and on the 
constant C, where (see [ 14, Theorem 4.11): 
(;i 
’ evC(t --s)fu(to9 .c,)l G(s) ds G c 1111/11 h”([roJll:D~~ 
10 II h’([ro.rll;D) 
O<t,<t,QT, IC/EhX(Cfo, t,l;D), #(to) =a 
To show that S maps T, into itself for 6 small it is sufficient o recall that, 
setting u,& t) = y0 for to < t d t, , we have 
IIW. ) -l’Ollh~,~ro.r,,:D, d IIW.) - Suo( . )Ilh’l[ro.r,,;Dl 
Then, since Su,(. ) -j10 belongs to A”( [to, t,]; D) and vanishes at t = to, for 
t, - t, sufficiently small we have II.!%+,(~) - O~lh~,Clo,r,,~D,, 0 <r 12.Therefore, 
by the Contraction Mapping Principle, there exists a unique solution u of 
(2.7) in Y,,; in fact, it is possible to show that u is the unique solution of 
(2.7) belonging to h”( [to, t,]; D) n /I’.‘( [to, t,]; X). 1 
Taking now tO=O, y0 = uO, 4 r0 we get a solution ~7 of (2.6) in some 
interval [0, S,]. To continue o for t 2 6, it is sufficient to set 
and again to apply Proposition 2 to problem 2.7, with to replaced by do. 
To study the analyticity of u in 10, r[, providedf is analytic, the follow- 
ing lemma will be used. 
LEMMA 3. Let T> 0, 0 c CI c 1 and let K be a compact set in D. Assume 
that f satkfies (2.1)-(2.2), and set 
Atto, uo) =fu(b, ~01, 0 < to Q T, UOE K, 
Then there exists o0 > 0 such that the following properties hold for each 
fog CO, Tl, u,eK, 0~ C-ao, a,l: 
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>-he fitnction 
So= {AeC;IZ#O, (arg;1( <co1 + L(f, d), L + exp(de”A(r,, u,)) 
i F anallltic. (2.10) 
3e graph norm of A(t,, uO) is equitialent to the norm of B, 
cwd D CroA ,,“. &a) = Do,,,,. There exists v 3 1 (depending 
cwly on T, K, a) such that 
(ii ) ,, , sup lle’.4fo.~~ - 41 ~ sup llexp(te’“4;zT UO)) x - XII 
o<rsiii O<f<6 
<v sup Ile 
‘mo)x -wyII 
tx 
, 0<66T, .uED,2,0.0j(aj. (2.11) 
o<rsa 
‘f H is compact in Da,a,oI(a), for each E > 0 there exists 
i > 0 (depending OFI/,I~ on E, T, K, H, a) such that, setting 
~(t,x~=exp(te’“A(t,,u,)).~-?s, OGt<T, .~EH 
fhen 
0 G T --c 6 => II$( *> x)ll Cl[O,rJ:.P) d E VXE H. (2.12) 
There exists C > 0 (depending only on T, K, ccj such that, 
,for Of t,,< t, < T. Q~E h”([t,, t,]; 2). &to)=O, the solution 
?f the problem 
0’(t)=e’“A(t,,x,)u(t)+~(t), t,<t<t, 
1(&j) = 0 
belongs to h’([t,, t,];D)nh’.“([t,, t,];?), and 
Prooj. Using standard perturbation arguments, it is possible to prove 
the exis .ence of )t’o E R, 610 E 142, x[, Co > 0, such that for each to E [0, T], 
USE K and (~1 sufficiently small, the operator e’“A(t,, uo) satisfies (1.4) with 
constants u’. , 8,, Co. Then (2.10) follows easily. It follows also the 
existence of M, > 0 (k = 0, 1,2) such that 
II!“(A(to, uo))“exp(te”A(to, u,))ll,(~,<M~, vt, to E [IO, Tl, 
~E[-~~,cT~], u,EK. (2.14) 
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To show (2.1 l), set A”(0, 0) = .4,, eiu~(tO, u,,) = A,. Then there exists 
c 2 I such that 
for 6 E 10, T], i = 1, 2, x E D .ACo.oj(tl). The left-hand side inequality is 
obvious, because e’“tx - x = Jt, FI@~ x ds. The right-hand side one follows 
from 
Now (2.11) can be proved arguing as in [ 14, Proposition 1.151, if )t’O < 0. 
Otherwise, we can reduce to the case ~~~~ < 0 since for each w E R we have 
IJt’pZAie’A~MYyll = Ilen”t’pz(A, - tr) e’(A~pw’.Y+ wt’pze’A~u~yJI 
<el”“r IJt’-l(Ai- w) ercA~-aJ~~~~ + Iwl T’-’ MO Il-ull, 
O<t<T, x E 2, i= I,2 
and, analogously 
Let us show (2.12): by (2.14) it is sufficient to show that for each .s>O 
there exists 6 > 0 such that 0 -C r < 6 =S 11 t -‘I,+( t, x)11 < E VX E H. 
Let 0 < r ,< E/~v, where v is given in (2.11), and let .fi (i = 1 . . . n) be such 
that the balls centered at Xi with radius r are a covering of H. 
Let 6~10, l] be such that supO<rG6 Ilt-“(e. “(0.0’.fi - .fi) II < 42~ for each 
i = l,..., n. 
Let now x E H and 0 < t ,< 6; there exists i = l,..., n such that I/x - Xi11 -C r, 
so we have, by (2.11)(ii) 
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Finally, (2.13) follows from [ 14, Theorem 4.51. Actually, the constant 
given in 11141 depends only on IX, T, MO, M,, M,, where Mi (i=O, 1,2) 
are given in (2.14) and depend only on NJ~, 8,, Co. I 
We are able now to state our main result. 
THEORI.M 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied, and let 
u: [0, t [ --+ D be the solution of problem (2.6). Suppose, moreover, that 
$10, +‘x,[xD-+X and g:{(t,s)ER2; O<s<t}xD-+X are analytic. 
Then u is analytic in 10, s[ with values in D. 
ProoJ: LetO<E<r/2andsetK={u(t);&<t<r--}.Thenitiseasyto - - check the existence of G, r > 0 such that, setting 
e’=(z~C;O<l=-tl<r,larg(z-t)l<o,tE]~,t-&[) 
d= ((--,L)~C;-~~,O<(~-tfl<l~-ttl, larg(l-t)l 
=larg(z-t)l-c6,t~]~,~-~[) 
(2.15) 
Q = (X E D; dist(?c, K) < F} 
the follo\Jing properties hold: 
f has an extension .T c” x B + X which is holomorphic in 
(’ x Q and continuous in (?x fi together with~,,~U,~U:,,,~U, (2.16) 
J’ has an extension S: d x Q -+ X, which is holomorphic in 
.I x Q and continuous in ax ST together with gz, S,,, g,,,. (2.17) 
Let (TV b: given by Lemma 3; define c-r, = min(o, oO}. We shall prove the 
followiq preliminary result: for each k > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
tz<tO<t, <s-c, t,-rod6 and 
4: ql,T - E.O, + X is holomorphic in S,,, _ f,o, 
4 E ~W,,r E.c, ; XL d(t,)=O, lIc4l 
<k (2.18) 
c’fs,@-L.q;x) ’ 
then, setting u(t,) =yO, the solution tl of problem (2.7) given by 
Proposit on 2 has an extension o to S,,,,.,,, such that 
v E w&,.0, ; D) n ~‘V~o,,,,~, ; X) 
L’ is holomorphic in S,,,,,,.,, with values in D. 
(2.19) 
To this aim, for -0, < 0 < 0, consider the problem obtained by (2.7), 
replacitq, t by to + te’“, 
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4,(r) =f,(t, I,) + jj~,(r. s, u,(s)) ds + 4,(t), t>O 
(2.20) 
u,(O) = 4ro) 
where, for -o,,<o<o,, O<t<r-lo, XESZ, we have set 
f,( t, x) = dT( to + re’“, x) 
g,( t, s, x) = e”“g( to + teio, to + se”, x), Odsdt (2.21) 
d,(t) = &to + te”). 
Then f, has continuous dfo/at, a’fJ& dt, d2f,lau2 in [0, T - t,[ x 
BB(u(to), r) and g,, is continuous together with i?g,/dt, ag,/du, d*g,/du at in 
((r,s)~R’; O<sdt<r-to}xB~(u(to),r). Set T=T-E; by the com- 
pactness of [0, T - to] and K there exists r. > 0 such that all the mentioned 
derivatives have bounds not depending on to and 0 in [0, T- t,] x 
B&u(t,), r,,) and in {(t, s) E R2, O<s<t<T-t,}xBg(~(t~),r,,), respec- 
tively. Moreover, by Lemma 3, the operator A = (af,i&)( to, u( to)) satisfies 
(1.4) and f,(O, u(t,)) + d,(O) = u’(t,) belongs to D,o,O,(a). Then we may 
apply Proposition 2 with D, X, T, lvO replaced respectively by fi, 2, T- t, , 
u(t,), so that there exists a solution u, of (2.20) belonging to 
h’+“([O,t,-t,];8)nh’([O,t,-t,];6) if t,-toGi?, where 6>0 is given 
by Proposition 2. We shall show now that 6 can be chosen not depending 
on to and G: actually, the solution of (2.20) given by Proposition 2 is the 
fixed point of the operator S, defined by 
(S,u)(t)=exp tg(lO. u(r,,))) I((fg)+C’exp(f-8)~(foi U(t0)) 
( 0 
x 
[ 
fA& u(s)) -g (to, dt,)) u(s) 
+ j; g,( s, r, u(r)) dr+ d,(s) 1 ds, O<r<t,-to. (2.22) 
By (2.13) of Lemma 3 there exists b. > 0, not depending on to and (T, such 
that S, is a contraction with constant l/2 on Y if t, - t, < 6, (see the proof 
of Proposition 2). Moreover, S, maps Y into itself if 
where u,(f) = u(tO) Vt E [0, t, - to] 
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(see (2.9)) We have, setting A = (8f,/&)(t,, I), 
+ Ji e”‘f(fo, u(to)) 4 O6rdt,-t,. (2.23) 
The fun :tion s +A, 4to)) -f& 4to)) + j’f,g,b, r, u(to)) dr + 4,(s) 
belongs tc C’( [0, T- to]; 2) and its h” norm is bounded independently on 
(T and to thy the compactness of [0, T] x K: again using (2.13), there exists 
6, > 0 such that the norm of the first addendum of (2.23) in 
h”([O,t,--t,];B) is less than r$4 for each Ofr,<t,<T, t,-to<6,, 
-ul<ud: . cr,. The same is true for the second addendum thanks to 
(2.11)(i) z.nd (2.13) of Lemma 3; actually, H= {f(t,, u(t,)); O<t,< TJ is 
bounded m D,,o,o, (a) because U’ =f( ., u(. )) belongs to C( [0, T]; 
D A(O.O,(a) I. Therefore, problem (2.20) has a unique solution U,E Y if 
t,-to<6=min(So,6,} and -o,<ada,. Set, for ZES~,,~,,,,, 
u(z) .= c,(t) if z = to + te’O, O<r<t,-r, -a,<a<o,. 
We ha\ e just shown that u belongs to &‘(S,,,,,,, ; 6) n 7iz + ‘(S,,,,,,, ; 2); it 
remains tf) prove that L’ is holomorphic in S,,,,,,,. To this aim, let 0:) be the 
approach ng functions of L’ given by the Contraction Principle 
and set 
L$“( 1) = u( to), O<t<t,-to 
“(“+I)=s,L,y 
CT 
(p’(Z) = LA”‘([) IJ 7 n E N, z E S ,,,.,,, ~, z = to + teiu. 
Then L+") converge uniformly to L’ on S,,,,,,,. Moreover, LJ”’ is obviously 
analytic \vith values in d, and, by (2.22) 
L+%) = expE(z- to).7Jto, u(t,))l 4to) 
+ (z-Io)j’ evC(z-t,Nl --s) J(r,, u(f,))l 
0 
x J(to+s(z-lt,), Ll’“~~“(to+S(Z-rtO))) 
[ 
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- A(r,,U(tO))L~(“~“(tO+S(-‘--o)) 
s I + s~(t,+s(~-~~), t,+sr(z-to), ~,‘~~“(t,+~r(_7-f~)))dr 0 
+ d(to+s(=-rt,)) ds 
1 
so that, if u”I+ ” is analytic in Slh,,.OLwith values in 6, then D(‘!’ is analytic 
in the same domain with values in X. Moreover, since 
efU&o, #(to)) q’(r) =$ tp’f) -.f,(t, tP- l’(t)) 
+ e’Gi(t,, u(t,)) t?1:-“(1) 
and 
3 = lo + k’“, o<:<t,--0, -cT,<a<a, 
then, using (2.21), we get 
A(t,, Kg) tqz)=f dn’(z)-y(z, d”-“(~))+A(t,, u(t,)) F”(2) 2 
-! 
-1 
(2 - to) g(z, lo + s(- - r,), P’” ~ “(to + s(z - to))) ds 
0 
Therefore A(t,, uo) ~7’~’ is holomorphic in Sro,,LO, with values in z so that 
L)(“’ is holomorphic in S,,,,,,, with values in D. Since u is the d-uniform 
limit of ~7’~’ in S,,,,.,,. then I! is analytic in S,,,,.,, with values in d, and 
(2.19) is proved. 
Once (2.19) is proved, the statement follows easily: actually, taking 
E E 10, r/2[ and to = E, d(t) = s; g( t, s, u(s)) ds, then q5 satisfies (2.18), with 
k = ~(SUP{ II HS =, x)11; (z, ;1)E& x&2) 
+ supl,llg,(;,~,x)ll;(=,~“)E~,xE~~,). (2.24) 
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Therefore (2.19) implies that u is analytic with values in D in 
]E, (e+6) A (r --E)[. If .s+b),t--E we have finished, otherwise set 
t,=&+h/;, f$(t)=j;+b;2 g(t, s, u(s))& Then # satisfies (2.18) with k 
defined by (2.24). Since ulCt + 6,..,,6 +3 25, /\ ,I Ej, is the solution of (2.7), with 
.rO = U(E + i/2), by (2.19) u is analytic in ]E + 6/2, (E + 3/26) A (7 - E)[ with 
values in D. If E + 3126 > T -E we have finished, otherwise the previous 
argument l:an be repeated up to cover the whole interval [E, 7 - E]. Letting 
E + 0 the theorem is proved. 1 
3. AN APPLICATION 
The pre iious results will be applied to a CauchyPDirichlet problem: 
L4,(f, .Y)~=a(t, I, u(f, s), Vu(t, x), du(r. x)) 
+ 
s 
’ b(t, s, x, K(S, x), Vu(s, x), du(s, x)) ds, t 20, .x-En 
0 
(3.1) 
u(0, x) == u()(x). .Y E d 
u(t. x):=0, tao, .YEdQ 
where R s a bounded open set in R” with boundary dQ of class C3. 
Existence .md uniqueness of a regular solution of (3.1) have been stated in 
[lo] under the following assumptions: 
a: [0, +~x[+~xR”+“+R, (t, s, p) + u(r, s, p) is con- 
timrous together with its partial derivatives a,, apk, uphpi, apkr; 
k. h = 0. k = 0, l,... ~ n + 1 (3.2) 
6: :(t,s)~R’;0 d s < rj x a x R”+‘+ R, (t,.s,x,p)-+ 
b(t. s, X, p) is continuous together with its partial derivatives 
b,, 5pp, bpr,; k = 0, l,..., n - 1 (3.3) 
uo: 0 + R is such that uoT AU, are continuous in Q, 
Us = ~(0, .r, u,i.yj, VU,(X), AU,(X)) = 0 vx E SC2 
(3.4) 
a(C, ., uoi 1, v&J. L duoi. 1) E h2”(Q) for some c1 E 10, 1/2[ (3.5) 
up. + ,( I, -y, P ) > 0 foreach ta0, XEE, PER”+‘. (3.6) 
Then there exist r > 0 and a unique solution U: [0, r[ x r5 -+ R of (3.1), 
such that 
u,, ‘Ju. AU are continuous in [O. r[ x Q for each T’ E 10, r[, 
u,( ., s), du( ., s) belong to A”( [IO, r’]; R), uniformly for x E 0. 
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These results have been proved applying Theorem 1, with 
x= C(D), D= {~EC(~);~~EC(ST),~(X)=OV’~E~SZ) 
f(r,~)=a(t,.,~(.),V~(.),d~(.)) (3.7) 
g(r,s,~)=b(t,s,.,~(.),V~(.),d~(.)). 
In fact, it is possible to show that, thanks to (3.2) and (3.3), fand g have 
the required regularity properties; moreover (3.6) implies that for each t > 0 
and 4 ED the operator ‘4 =f,(t, 4): D -+ X satisfies (1.4). Finally, we have 
D,(a) = h:(n) = (4 E h’“(Q); d(x) = 0 V-YE X2} (see [9]). 
To get time analyticity of u we also assume 
(t, p) -+ a( t, x, p) is analytic in 10, + #x8 [ x R”+ ’ for each 
I EQ; the radii of convergence do not depend on .Y 
(t,~,p)-+6(t,s,.u,p) is analytic in ((r,s)~R’,O<s<rjx 
R”+’ for each .Y E 0; the radii of convergence do not depend 
on x. (3.8). 
Then, choosing X, D,A g as in (3.7), it is easy to see that the assumptions 
of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Therefore the solution u of (3.1) is such that 
f + u(t, . ) is analytic in 10, r[ with values in D: this means that the 
functions t + u( t, x), t + (&/fJx,)( t, s), t + du( t, x) are analytic in 10, T[ 
for each XE~. 
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